Regional rates of cerebral protein synthesis measured with L-[1-11C]leucine and PET in conscious, young adult men: normal values, variability, and reproducibility
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Abstract

We report regional rates of cerebral protein synthesis (rCPS) measured with the fully quantitative L-[1-11C]leucine positron emission tomography (PET) method. The method accounts for the fraction (λ) of unlabeled amino acids in the precursor pool for protein synthesis derived from arterial plasma; the remainder (1 - λ) comes from tissue proteolysis. We determined rCPS and λ in 18 regions and whole brain in 10 healthy men (21 to 24 years). Subjects underwent two 90-min dynamic PET studies with arterial blood sampling at least 2 weeks apart. Rates of cerebral protein synthesis varied regionally and ranged from 0.97 ± 0.70 to 2.25 ± 0.20 nmol/g per min. Values of rCPS were in good agreement between the two PET studies. Mean differences in rCPS between studies ranged from 9% in cortical regions to 15% in white matter. The λ value was comparatively more uniform across regions, ranging from 0.63 ± 0.03 to 0.79 ± 0.02. Mean differences in λ between studies were 2% to 8%. Intersubject variability in rCPS was on average 6% in cortical areas, 9% in subcortical regions, and 12% in white matter; intersubject variability in λ was 2% to 8%. Our data indicate that in human subjects low variance and highly reproducible measures of rCPS can be made with the L-[1-11C] leucine PET method.
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Biosynthesis of proteins is a fundamental process necessary for the physiological maintenance and functioning of organisms. In the central nervous system (CNS), de novo protein synthesis is critical for adaptive responses such as long-term memory formation. Animal studies indicate that the rate of cerebral protein synthesis (rCPS) is altered in models of various clinical conditions including fragile X syndrome (Qin et al., 2005), phenylketonuria (Smith and Kang, 2000), ischemia/stroke (Widmann et al., 1991), CNS tumors (Widmann et al., 1992), epilepsy (Collins et al., 1980), and in certain physiologic states such as slow-wave sleep (Nakanishi et al., 1997). Studies in rodents have demonstrated that rCPS changes during the process of aging (Ingvar et al., 1985) and during brain development (Sun et al., 1995). Activity-dependent protein synthesis is thought to be an integral step in many forms of synaptic plasticity (Nguyen et al., 1994), and, in a study of developmental plasticity in monkeys, we found regionally selective changes in rCPS (Kennedy et al., 1981). Variations in rCPS likely reflect adaptive processes taking place over a longer period of time compared with the acute physiological changes signaled by positron emission tomography (PET) measurements of regional cerebral metabolic rate for glucose or cerebral blood flow. Thus, changes in rCPS are expected to provide complementary information to existing PET radiotracers on elucidating CNS processes. On the basis of the findings in rodents and monkeys, we anticipate that the \( \text{L-}[1-\text{11}^C]\)leucine PET method will have many applications in the study of the normal human brain and in clinical medicine by providing a new tool to investigate disorders of brain development, recovery from brain injury, and neurodegenerative diseases.

With the recently developed and validated \( \text{L-}[1-\text{11}^C]\)leucine PET method (Schmidt et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005, 2008), we now have a means to quantitatively measure rCPS in vivo in human subjects. Previously, PET studies with radiolabeled amino acids measured uptake or transport of the tracer, and measurements of incorporation into tissue proteins considered only amino acids derived from the arterial plasma and did not account for those derived from proteolysis of tissue protein (Hawkins et al., 1989; Hsu et al., 1996). Studies in experimental animals have shown that this can result in a significant underestimation of rCPS (Smith et al., 1988). Furthermore, the degree of underestimation may vary, making comparisons of different experimental groups problematic. A critical advantage of the \( \text{L-}[1-\text{11}^C]\)leucine PET method is that it takes into account the relative contributions to the tissue amino acid pool by labeled and unlabeled leucine from plasma and unlabeled leucine derived from proteolysis of tissue proteins. In the operational equation of the method, recycling of amino acids derived from proteolysis is accounted for by the factor lambda (\( \lambda \)), which represents the fraction of leucine in the precursor pool for protein synthesis derived from arterial plasma; the fraction derived from tissue proteolysis is then \( 1-\lambda \) (Schmidt et al., 2005). Because the \( \text{L-}[1-\text{11}^C]\)leucine method accounts for the unlabeled leucine which is recycled from proteolysis, it provides a truly quantitative rate of protein synthesis.

Although the \( \text{L-}[1-\text{11}^C]\)leucine PET method has been validated in nonhuman primates (Smith et al., 2005) and applied to humans (Sundaram et al., 2006), the reproducibility and variability of measurements of \( \lambda \) and rCPS are unknown. Knowledge of the variability of these measurements will greatly facilitate application of the method to studies of human subjects and clinical conditions. Herein, we report our data on the variability and reproducibility of \( \lambda \) and rCPS determined in 18 brain regions in 10 healthy male volunteers who each underwent two PET studies with \( \text{L-}[1-\text{11}^C]\)leucine. In all regions examined, values of rCPS were in good agreement between the first and second study, and intersubject variability was small.
Materials and methods

Subjects

Eighteen to 24-year-old male volunteers were prospectively evaluated by clinical history, physical examination, and a structured clinical interview, which is designed to identify psychiatric diagnoses based on DSM-IV criteria (Ventura et al., 1998). Inclusion criteria were (1) no current or past diagnoses of psychiatric, neurologic, or chronic medical condition; (2) no history of neurologic trauma; (3) no family history of genetically transmissible neurologic syndrome; and (4) HIV negative. Subjects were excluded if they did not meet all inclusion criteria. A total of 10 right-handed subjects (mean age: 22 years, range: 21 to 24 years) were included in the study. Each subject underwent two \textsuperscript{1}\textsuperscript{11}C-labelled PET examinations and one noncontrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain. The interval between PET studies one and two varied among subjects (range: 18-292 days). All 20 studies took place over a 13-month interval with the first and second studies of a subject interspersed over that time. The protocol was approved by the National Institutes of Health Combined Neuroscience Institutional Review Board and the National Institutes of Health Radiation Safety Committee. All subjects gave written informed consent before study enrollment.

Brain MRI

All subjects underwent a noncontrast T1-weighted MRI of the brain for region of interest (ROI) placement and to exclude structural brain abnormalities. Magnetic resonance imaging examinations were performed using a head coil on either a 1.5-T Signa (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) (eight subjects), or a 3-T unit (Phillips, Cleveland, OH, USA) (two subjects). Typical imaging parameters were three-dimensional fast spin gradient echo, echo time/repetition time: 9 ms/2 ms, 20° flip angle, 1 net excitation, in plane field of view: 240 mm, 256 × 256 matrix, 1 mm slice thickness without interleaved slices. Images were reconstructed to voxel dimensions of 0.94 × 0.94 × 1 to 1.3 mm, and interpolated to voxel dimensions of 0.94 mm\textsuperscript{3}. Magnetic resonance imaging in one subject was reconstructed to voxel dimensions of 1 mm\textsuperscript{3}. Regions of interest were placed on each MRI by visually identifying anatomic landmarks, and manually outlining the individual regions and whole brain.

\textsuperscript{11}C-Leucine Synthesis

\textsuperscript{11}C-Leucine was prepared from \textsuperscript{11}CN with a modified Strecker-Bucherer reaction (Studenov et al., 2003). Pure \textsuperscript{L}-amino acid was isolated from the racemic mixture by chiral high-pressure liquid chromatography with a Chirobiotic T column (10 × 250 mm) (Advanced Separation Technologies Inc., Whippany, NJ, USA), mobile phase of ethanol/water: 5/95 (v/v), and a flow rate of 3 mL/min. Retention times of the \textsuperscript{L}- and \textsuperscript{D}-isomers were approximately 7 and 8 mins as determined by the corresponding standards. \textsuperscript{L}-\textsuperscript{11}C-Leucine was obtained with a radiochemical purity of > 99% and an estimated specific activity of 3 mCi/nmol.

Positron Emission Tomography Studies

Subjects were instructed to consume a high protein snack and then fast for 8 h before each PET study. On the morning of the study, arterial and intravenous lines were placed in the radial artery of the nondominant hand and contralateral antecubital fossa, respectively. Subjects were also fitted with a headband to which targets for the Polaris\textsuperscript{®} optical tracking system (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada) had been attached. Position information was continuously recorded throughout the scanning procedure to allow for motion correction of the emission data during image reconstruction. Positron emission tomography studies were performed on the ECAT high-resolution research tomograph (CPS Innovations, Knoxville, TN, USA). Subjects were positioned in the scanner and a 3-min transmission scan was acquired for optimal
subject positioning within the field of view. A 6-min transmission scan was then obtained for attenuation correction. Ninety-minute dynamic emission scans were initiated coincident with the intravenous infusion of 20 to 30 mCi of \( ^{11}C \)-leucine administered over 1 min (one subject) or 2 mins (nine subjects). The infusion time was lengthened after studies of the first subject to allow a larger \( ^{11}C \)-leucine dose without exceeding the maximum count rate of the scanner.

Data were acquired in list mode and reconstructed using the motion-compensated three-dimensional ordinary Poisson ordered subset expectation maximum algorithm (30 subsets, 2 iterations). Spatial resolution after reconstruction was approximately 2.6 mm FWHM (full width at half maximum) in the radial and transverse directions (Carson et al., 2003). Three-dimensional frames of data were reconstructed to 207 slices 1.23-mm thick (no interleaved slices) with a pixel size of 1.21 × 1.21 mm. The transverse and axial fields of view are 31.2 and 25.2 cm, respectively (Wienhard et al., 2002). Images were reconstructed as 42 frames of data (16 × 15, 4 × 30, 4 × 60, 4 × 150, and 14 × 300 secs). All activities were decay corrected to the time of radiotracer injection.

\[ ^{11}C \]Leucine Blood Sample Analysis

Arterial blood sampling was initiated concurrently with the start of the \( ^{11}C \)-leucine infusion to determine the time courses of the concentrations of unlabeled and labeled leucine in plasma and total \( ^{11}C \) and \( ^{11}CO_2 \) activities in whole blood. Timed samples were hand drawn continuously (~one sample/4 to 6 secs) for the first 2 to 4 mins, and at increasing intervals thereafter for a total of ~40 samples per study.

The procedure apportioned blood samples as follows: (1) approximately 0.2 to 0.3 mL of whole blood was transferred to a preweighed tube containing 1 N NaOH; the tube was immediately reweighed and counted in a gamma counter (Cobra II Auto Gamma; Packard Instrument Co. Inc., Downers Grove, IL, USA) to obtain total activity in whole blood. (2) Approximately 0.5 mL was centrifuged to remove red cells and 0.2 mL of plasma from each sample was diluted in distilled water and deproteinized at 4°C by the addition of a solution of 16% (w/v) sulfosalicylic acid containing L-norleucine (0.04 mmol/L) as an internal standard for amino-acid analysis. Labeled and unlabeled leucine concentrations in the acid-soluble fraction were assayed by \( \gamma \)-counting and fluorescence detection of postcolumn orthophthaldehyde-derivatized amino acids separated with ion exchange high-pressure liquid chromatography (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA; and Pickering Laboratories Equipment, Mountain View, CA, USA), respectively. (3) Approximately 1 mL of whole blood was injected through the septum of a sealed vial into 2 mL of 8% sulfosalicylic acid. Attached to the septum of the vial was a polyethylene cup with a filter paper soaked with 1 N NaOH. The vial was weighed and, after allowing 30 mins for the evolution of \( ^{11}CO_2 \), the filter paper was removed and counted. \( ^{11}C \) activities in all samples were decay corrected to the time of injection.

Positron Emission Tomography Data Analysis

For each study, a three-dimensional volume was constructed from the average of the emission data acquired between 30 and 60 mins. This volume was isotropically smoothed with a Gaussian filter (FWHM 3 mm) and aligned to the MRI volume by use of the Flexible Image Registration Toolbox (Fischer and Modersitzki, 2004) with a three-dimensional rigid body transformation. The resliced average 30- to 60-min PET image was visually reviewed for correct alignment with the MRI by use of Vinci software (Volume Imaging in Neurological Research, Co-Registration and ROIs Included, Max Planck Institute for Neurological Research, Cologne, Germany). The transformation parameters were then applied to each frame of the PET study (without prior smoothing) to effect their alignment with the MRI volume.
Regions of interest drawn on MRIs were transferred to \(^{-}[1^{-}\text{C}]\)leucine scans to compute regional tissue time-activity curves.

**Kinetic Model**

The model for the behavior of leucine in brain (Schmidt et al., 2005) (Figure 1) includes four rate constants: \(K_1\) and \(k_2\) for carrier-mediated transport from plasma to brain and back from brain to plasma, respectively; \(k_3\) for metabolism of leucine to yield \(\text{CO}_2\); and \(k_4\) for incorporation of leucine into protein. The rate constants are identical for labeled and unlabeled leucine. In light of the long average half-life (> 3 days) of brain protein (Lajtha et al., 1976), we know that the rate constant for the breakdown of unlabeled tissue protein, \(k_5\), is very small. In the case of unlabeled protein, \(k_5\) acts on the large pool of brain protein producing a significant amount of unlabeled leucine in the tissue. In the case of labeled protein, \(k_5\) acts on the very small pool of labeled protein produced during the study duration. We assume, therefore, that there is no significant breakdown of the labeled protein during the experimental interval. We also assume that unlabeled leucine and protein are in a steady state.

The total concentration of \(^{11}\text{C}\) in the field of view of the PET camera \(\left( C_T^* \right) \) at time \(T \) includes free \(^{[11]}\text{C}\)leucine and \(^{[1]}\text{C}\)leucine incorporated into protein in the tissue \(\left( C_e^* \right) \) and \(\left( P^* \right) \), respectively) as well as activity in the blood in the brain \(\left( V_b C_b^* \right) \) where \(V_b\) is the fraction of the volume occupied by blood and \(C_b^*\) is the concentration of activity in whole blood. It also includes the labeled products of \(^{[1]}\text{C}\)leucine metabolism: \(^{11}\text{CO}_2\) and products of \(^{11}\text{CO}_2\) fixation. We assume negligible fixation of \(^{11}\text{CO}_2\) during the experimental period (Buxton et al., 1987; Siesjo and Thompson, 1964), and that diffusible \(^{11}\text{CO}_2\) in brain rapidly equilibrates with the arterial blood (Buxton et al., 1987), that is, its concentration can be approximated by \(V_p C_e^*\) where \(C_e^*\) is the \(^{11}\text{CO}_2\) activity in whole blood and \(V_p\) is the brain/blood equilibrium distribution volume of \(^{11}\text{CO}_2\). Therefore

\[
C_T^* \left( t \right) \approx \left( 1 - V_p \right) \left[ C_e^* \left( t \right) + P^* \left( t \right) + V_p C_e^* \left( t \right) \right] + V_b C_b^* \left( t \right)
\]

\hspace{1cm} (1)

Time courses of \(C_e^*\), \(C_p^*\), and plasma \(^{[1]}\text{C}\)leucine concentration \(\left( C_p^* \right)\) are measured from arterial blood samples taken at the time of the PET study. For any set of rate constants, the time courses of \(C_e^*\) and \(P^*\) can be calculated from \(C_p^*\) by solving the differential equations corresponding to the compartmental model:

\[
\frac{dC_e^*}{dt} = K_1 C_p^* \left( t \right) - \left( k_2 + k_3 + k_4 \right) C_e^* \left( t \right)
\]

\[
\frac{dP^*}{dt} = -k_4 C_e^* \left( t \right)
\]

\hspace{1cm} (2)

Rate constants are estimated by the method described below; \(r_{\text{CPS}}\) can then be determined by the relationship

\[
r_{\text{CPS}} = \left( \frac{K_1 k_4}{k_2 + k_3} \right) C_p
\]

\hspace{1cm} (3)

where \(C_p\) is the plasma concentration of unlabeled leucine. In terms of \(K\), the net uptake rate constant for \(^{[1]}\text{C}\)leucine, \(r_{\text{CPS}}\) can also be expressed as

\[
r_{\text{CPS}} = K \frac{C_p}{V_b}
\]
where $\lambda$ is the fraction of leucine in the precursor pool for protein synthesis derived from arterial plasma. Although rCPS may be directly calculated from equation 3, the importance of $\lambda$ arises from its physiologic relevance. Without knowledge of $\lambda$, it is not possible to distinguish whether changes in rCPS between states/conditions are primary effects or are secondary to changes in $\lambda$ or some combination of the two. This was originally elucidated in the development of the $\lambda$-[1-14C]leucine autoradiographic method, and the high accuracy of estimates of $\lambda$ using the $\lambda$-[1-11C]leucine PET method were confirmed in validation experiments in monkeys (Smith et al, 2005). The $\lambda$ values can be expressed in terms of the rate constants of the model as

$$ \lambda = \frac{k_2 + k_3}{k_2 + k_3 + k_4} $$

Rate Constant Estimation

For each ROI, including whole brain, the rate constants ($K_1$, $k_2 + k_3$, and $k_4$) and the blood volume ($V_b$) were estimated using a weighted, nonlinear least-squares method to fit the model equation for total activity (equation 1) to the measured [11C]leucine activity in plasma, total $^{11}$C, and $^{11}$CO$_2$ activity in blood, and total activity in the ROI. The equilibrium brain/blood distribution ratio for $^{11}$CO$_2$ was fixed at the value measured in rhesus monkeys ($V_D = 0.41$; Smith et al, 2005), a value in agreement with the mean whole brain/plasma distribution volume determined from $^{11}$CO$_2$ studies in humans (Brooks et al, 1984). (The blood/plasma equilibrium distribution ratio for $^{11}$CO$_2$ in human subjects is close to unity; Gunn et al, 2000). Weights were inversely proportional to the standard deviation of the decay-corrected activity in each frame of data. Assuming Poisson statistics that the counts originate only in the region itself and that there are no other noise effects such as randoms or deadtime, the standard deviation was modeled as:

$$ SD(C_i(t_i)) = N \sqrt{\gamma C_i(t_i) / \Delta t_i} $$

Statistical Analyses

Differences between studies in baseline plasma leucine concentration, regional estimates of the kinetic model parameters $K_1$, $k_2 + k_3$, $k_4$, $V_p$, estimates of tracer arrival delay, and regional values of $\lambda$ and rCPS were tested for statistical significance by means of paired two-tailed Student’s t-tests. Bonferroni corrections for comparisons in 18 regions and whole brain were made, and corrected $P$-values are reported.
Results

Baseline physiologic variables obtained immediately before each PET study were within normal limits and were similar between studies (Table 1). Time courses of the plasma $[^{11}\text{C}]}$leucine, whole blood total $[^{11}\text{C}]$C, and whole blood $[^{11}\text{CO}_2]$ concentrations from a typical study are shown in Figure 2. Plasma $[^{11}\text{C}]$leucine and whole blood total activities generally peaked in the first or second sample after the end of tracer infusion. Plasma $[^{11}\text{C}]$leucine then cleared at a progressively decreasing rate during the 90-min study interval. After the initial peak, whole blood total activity decreased until 35 to 40 mins and gradually increased thereafter. Blood $[^{11}\text{CO}_2]$ concentrations were low throughout the study, peaking at 25 to 30 mins to ~13% of total blood activity and gradually decreasing thereafter (Figure 2). Baseline plasma unlabeled leucine concentrations ($C_p$) were similar for Study 1 (intersubject mean 103; range: 60 to 137 nmol/mL) and Study 2 (intersubject mean 110; range: 67 to 150 nmol/mL); concentrations remained relatively constant in all studies. To quantify deviation from the mean $C_p$ in each individual study, the coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated for the 90-min study period. Coefficients of variation were low in all studies, and did not differ between Study 1 (mean 3.2%, range: 0.8% to 6.4%) and Study 2 (mean 4.4%, range: 0.6% to 10%). The concentrations of other large neutral amino acids that compete with leucine for entry into brain (methionine, valine, isoleucine, tyrosine, and phenylalanine) were also measured and found to be relatively constant within a study and did not differ significantly between Study 1 and Study 2.

Measured time-activity curves for a cortical and white matter region in one study are shown in Figures 3A and 3B, respectively. Total activity peaked at 5 to 7 mins in most regions, with some regions demonstrating an additional earlier smaller peak, which corresponded in time to the peak in the whole blood total $[^{11}\text{C}]$ activity. Measured activity in most ROIs then decreased reaching a nadir at 30 to 40 mins, reflecting clearance of free $[^{11}\text{C}]$leucine that was more rapid than the accumulation of labeled protein. Thereafter, activity either increased slowly through the end of the experimental interval or remained relatively constant, reflecting a rate of accumulation of labeled protein greater than or equal to the rate of clearance of free $[^{11}\text{C}]$leucine from the precursor pool.

Regional estimates of rate constants and $V_b$ (Table 2) were used to calculate model-predicted time courses of $[^{11}\text{C}]$ activity in tissue distributed among the blood, free $[^{11}\text{C}]$leucine, $[^{11}\text{CO}_2]$, and $[^{11}\text{C}]$protein pools (Figure 3). Model-predicted activity in the free $[^{11}\text{C}]$leucine pool steadily rises for 5 to 7 mins and then begins to clear, whereas activity in the $[^{11}\text{C}]$protein pool increases throughout the study. Model-predicted activity in the blood in brain initially comprises a significant fraction of total activity in the ROI, but decreases to <10% by 10 mins and remains low for the balance of the study. In the present study, model-predicted values of $[^{11}\text{C}]$protein, $[^{11}\text{C}]$leucine, and $[^{11}\text{CO}_2]$ in brain were typically 90%, 5% to 8%, and 1% to 2%, respectively, of measured total $[^{11}\text{C}]$ activity in an ROI at 90 mins. The remaining 4% to 5% of the total activity in the ROI was intravascular.

Estimates of rate constants varied regionally and tended to be highest in cerebellum and vermis followed by cortical regions. They were typically lowest in the corona radiata. Intersubject variability in the estimates of the rate constants was generally low, and we found good agreement between estimates in Study 1 and Study 2. Estimates of tracer arrival delay in whole brain (Study 1: 8.9 ± 4.7 secs; Study 2: 9.8 ± 3.7 secs) were also similar between Study 1 and Study 2. In the brain as a whole in Study 1 and Study 2, estimates of $K_1$ were 0.043 ± 0.004 and 0.045 ± 0.008 mL/g per min, respectively; estimates of $k_2 + k_3$ were 0.097 ± 0.008 and 0.099 ± 0.008 min$^{-1}$, respectively; estimates of $k_4$ were 0.039 ± 0.003 and 0.037 ± 0.003 min$^{-1}$, respectively. Estimates of $V_b$ in whole brain were 0.068 ± 0.009 (Study 1) and 0.061 ± 0.006 (Study 2). We found no statistically significant differences in the estimated parameters...
between Study 1 and Study 2 in whole brain. Mean whole brain volume was 1454 ± 168 mL for the 10 subjects.

Mean regional values of $\lambda$ ranged from 0.65 to 0.79 (Table 3), with the lowest values in hippocampus and amygdala. Intersubject variability was low, ranging from 3% to 8%. In whole brain, values of $\lambda$ were 0.71 ± 0.03 and 0.73 ± 0.02 for Study 1 and Study 2, respectively. Only in the anterior cingulate were differences between studies statistically significant. Values in the anterior cingulate were 8% higher in Study 2.

Rates of cerebral protein synthesis (Table 3) ranged from 2.3 nmol/g per min in occipital cortex to 1.0 nmol/g per min in corona radiata. Intersubject variability in rCPS was small: CVs varied regionally with the lowest mean CV in cortical (6%), followed by subcortical (9%) and white matter (12%) regions. Agreement between Study 1 and Study 2 was good; mean percentage differences in rCPS between studies were lowest in the cortical (9%) followed by subcortical (10%) and white matter regions (15%). There were no statistically significant differences in rCPS between Study 1 and Study 2 in any region. Whole brain rates of cerebral protein synthesis were 1.84 ± 0.10 and 1.81 ± 0.12 nmol/g per min in Study 1 and Study 2, respectively. Positron emission tomography images (Figure 4) reveal interesting patterns of high and low rCPS. Clearly areas of white matter tend to have lower rates than gray matter, but within gray matter rCPS is higher in occipital cortex and cerebellum with some focal areas of high activity in the thalamus and pons. The cortex is not uniform in relation to rCPS; for example, rCPS is higher in some frontal gyri compared with adjacent cortical areas. Areas of high activity outside the brain, such as the parotid glands, scalp muscles, and vertebral bodies are apparent in the coronal and sagittal views (Figure 4).

Discussion

Our results show the high reproducibility and low variability of the $\nu$-[1-11C]leucine PET method for measuring rCPS in vivo in humans. We found no statistically significant differences in rCPS and a statistically significant difference in $\lambda$ between PET studies in the same subject in only 1 out of the 18 regions examined. There was expected regional variation in rCPS with higher rates in cortical followed by subcortical and white matter regions whereas $\lambda$ was comparatively more uniform across brain regions. Coefficients of variation for $\lambda$ and rCPS were small.

The $\nu$-[1-11C]leucine PET method offers two significant advantages compared with previous PET studies using radiolabeled amino acids: (1) it accounts for recycling of amino acids from proteolysis of tissue proteins, and (2) it uses the radiotracer $\nu$-[1-11C]leucine. Failure to account for recycling of amino acids results in an underestimation of rCPS as the estimates then only reflect the rate of incorporation of the labeled tracer amino acid into protein (Hawkins et al., 1989; Hsu et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1988). By correcting for recycling with the factor $\lambda$, the $\nu$-[1-11C]leucine PET method provides physiologically accurate rCPS. The choice of leucine labeled on the carboxyl carbon as the tracer is also critical. In contrast to fluorinated amino acids, $\nu$-[1-11C]leucine has no isotope effect, (i.e., it behaves in vivo like the unlabeled amino acid), and in contrast to other 11C-labeled amino acids, $\nu$-[1-11C]leucine has a simple metabolic pathway minimizing the number of labeled products in tissue (Coenen et al., 1989; Hsu et al., 1996; Ishiwata et al., 1988; Keen et al., 1989; Smith et al., 1988). In tissue, leucine may be tRNA bound and subsequently incorporated into protein or catabolized via transamination to $\alpha$-ketoisocaproic acid ($\alpha$-KIC) in which the label remains on the carboxyl carbon. The $\alpha$-KIC is rapidly decarboxylated to yield $^{11}$CO$_2$. Because the concentrations of leucyl-tRNA and $\alpha$-KIC are very low in brain (Sun et al., 1995) and there is negligible fixation of $^{11}$CO$_2$ in brain during the experimental interval (Buxton et al., 1987), the only labeled molecules in brain are [11C] protein, [11C]leucine, and $^{11}$CO$_2$. 
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Estimates of the fractions of $^{11}$C activity in the various chemical species in the current study in human subjects are in good agreement with values previously determined in $\text{L-[1-^{11}C]}$leucine PET studies in rhesus monkeys (Smith et al., 2005). In rhesus monkeys, in the brain as a whole 60 mins after the injection of $\text{L-[1-^{11}C]}$leucine, an average of 84% of the activity was in labeled protein. This fraction would be expected to increase after an additional 30 mins of tracer circulation. In the present study, we found ~ 90% of activity in labeled protein 90 mins after injection of the radiopharmaceutical, in most regions (Figure 3). Estimated free $^{11}$CO$_2$ in brain represented ~ 4% to 5% of total activity in the brain of the rhesus monkey at 60 mins (Smith et al., 2005). In the present study, it represented only ~ 1% to 2% of total activity at 90 mins (Figure 3).

We scanned subjects for a total of 90 mins after injection of the tracer. This allowed most of the label in brain to be in the form of $[^{11}\text{C}]$protein by the end of the study, thereby potentially allowing greater accuracy in estimating the rate of incorporation of $[^{11}\text{C}]$leucine into $[^{11}\text{C}]$protein and hence rCPS. Because $^{11}$C has a half-life of ~ 20 mins, noise due to low count rates increases substantially at late times and the increased noise may offset the advantage of scanning for 90 mins. It may be possible to obtain good estimates of $\lambda$ and rCPS with a shorter scanning interval; this possibility is under investigation in our laboratory.

Kinetic model considerations also affect the optimal scanning time. The kinetic model for $\text{L-[1-^{11}C]}$leucine assumes that tissue in an ROI is homogeneous in relation to concentrations of amino acids, blood flow, rates of transport and metabolism of amino acids, and rates of incorporation into protein (Schmidt et al., 2005). Rates of these processes differ in gray and white matter regions, and, therefore, values of rate constants of the kinetic model also differ. In practice, the resolving power of PET (like other imaging modalities) means that an ROI contains a heterogeneous mix of gray and white matter, each containing heterogeneous subregions themselves. We used the high-resolution research tomograph because of its superior spatial resolution (FWHM ~ 2.6 mm), but tissue heterogeneity remains a problem. Effects of tissue heterogeneity have been investigated for $[^{14}\text{C}]$deoxyglucose and $[^{18}\text{F}]$fluorodeoxyglucose (Schmidt et al., 1992, 1995). The similarities between the kinetic model for deoxyglucose or fluorodeoxyglucose and the kinetic model for leucine allow inferences for the behavior of leucine in a heterogeneous tissue. The effective rate constants for efflux of tracer from brain to plasma and for incorporation of precursor into product decrease with time until all precursor pools in the tissue equilibrate with the arterial plasma (Schmidt et al., 1991). This could result in an overestimation of rCPS if a kinetic model that assumes tissue homogeneity is used. Effects of tissue heterogeneity must, therefore, be considered in determination of the optimal scanning interval. Tissue heterogeneity may also be responsible for some of the observed trends in overestimation of measured tissue activity by the kinetic model at early and late times after administration of the tracer, and underestimation during the intervening interval (Figure 3).

The purpose of the present study was to establish normal values in humans and evaluate the variability of the $\text{L-[1-^{11}C]}$leucine PET method. On the basis of our data from the $\text{L-[1-^{14}C]}$leucine autoradiographic method in rodents, differences in rCPS between states and interventions are expected to be small, on the order of 20% or less (Qin et al., 2005; Smith et al., 1995, 1998; Smith and Kang, 2000). To detect differences of this magnitude, low variability in the measurement of rCPS is critical to the application of the $\text{L-[1-^{11}C]}$leucine PET method to pathologic and physiologic conditions in humans. For this reason, our study subjects were well matched regarding both gender and age.

In a recent study of rCPS with the $\text{L-[1-^{11}C]}$leucine PET method in human subjects, Sundaram et al. (2006) reported a mean value of rCPS in whole brain of 1.4 nmol/g per min (CV 40%) in a group of 16 subjects (6 males, 10 females; aged 20 to 50 years), and a value of approximately...
1.2 nmol/g per min in the subgroup of male subjects. These values of rCPS are lower, and the CV is larger, than our measurements. Although both studies are based on the kinetic model published in 2005 (Schmidt et al., 2005), there are important differences between studies that may be responsible for the discrepant findings.

Sundaram et al (2006) studied a group of subjects (males and females) with a wide age range, whereas our study subjects were all males between the ages of 21 and 24 years. Studies in rodents have demonstrated significant decreases in rCPS in whole brain and several regions with increasing age (Qin et al., 2005; Smith et al., 1995; Sun et al., 1995). Inclusion of older subjects in the study may result in lower mean rCPS values and higher variability. The administration of an infusion of glucose before the study, a procedure designed to lower the concentration of circulating amino acids, was used in the study of Sundaram et al (2006). Following this procedure, mean plasma leucine concentration in their male subjects was 64 ± 20 nmol/mL, a value 40% lower than the mean value in our fasted subjects. Whether there are physiological effects in brain of such considerably lower plasma amino acid concentrations is not known. The scanner used by Sundaram et al (2006) had a lower spatial resolution than the high-resolution research tomograph used in the present study, possibly increasing the influence of partial volume effects. Even more important is the fact that in our study, ROIs were identified and drawn on each subject’s MRI, whereas in the study of Sundaram et al (2006), ROIs were identified directly on the PET images. It is difficult to identify ROIs precisely on leucine PET images, and inclusion of tissue outside the anatomical boundaries of a region may result in increased variability. There are also other methodological differences between the two studies. In our study, the estimation interval used was 90 mins, whereas Sundaram et al (2006) used a 60-min interval. In addition, we took into consideration the delay in tracer arrival between brain and arterial sampling site. We also measured $^{11}$CO$_2$ in arterial blood to evaluate the time course of $^{11}$CO$_2$ in the brain. The most significant methodological difference between the two studies is probably in the determination of the input function. In our study, the time course of the arterial concentration of L-$[1-^{11}$C]leucine was measured directly in each study. In contrast, Sundaram et al (2006) reported direct measurement of arterial plasma [1$^{11}$C]leucine concentration in some of the subjects; in the remainder, total $^{11}$C in arterial plasma was measured and a population-derived fraction of unmetabolized free [1$^{11}$C]leucine relative to total $^{11}$C was used to estimate arterial plasma [1$^{11}$C]leucine concentration. This estimation is likely to add increased variability; its impact on rCPS measurement is unknown.

We have determined rCPS across several species with either the autoradiographic L-$[1-^{14}$C] leucine method or the PET L-$[1-^{11}$C]leucine method (Qin et al., 2005; Smith and Kang, 2000; Smith et al., 2005; Sun et al., 1995). In the brain as a whole, rCPS is lower in healthy human subjects compared with either rodents or monkeys. In adult rhesus monkeys, rates are 50% to 60% higher than human, and, in rodents, rates are several fold higher. In all species examined, the value of $\lambda$ for the brain as a whole is significantly less than 1.0, but the value of $\lambda$ is lower in rodent brain (0.54 to 0.60 in mouse: Qin et al., 2005; Smith and Kang, 2000; 0.58 in rat: Sun et al., 1995) compared with primates (0.72 in rhesus monkey: Smith et al., 2005; 0.72 in human subjects). Species differences are also seen in cerebral metabolic rates for glucose and cerebral blood flow (Sokoloff, 1981) and may reflect differences in brain structure such as neuronal packing density as well as differences in metabolism.

The L-$[1-^{11}$C]leucine PET method for the quantitative measurement of rCPS in human subjects provides us with a new and potentially powerful tool to investigate adaptive CNS responses in humans. In animal models, conditions such as sleep, hibernation, axonal injury with subsequent regeneration, synaptic plasticity in the visual system, and ischemia are all associated with altered rCPS compared with appropriate controls (Frerichs et al., 1998; Kennedy et al., 1981; Nakanishi et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1984; Widmann et al., 1991). The L-$[1-^{11}$C]leucine PET method can be used to track changes in rCPS and/or $\lambda$ across regions and
over time. It should therefore be possible to follow the progression of changes at a regional level during normal brain development and aging and in processes such as neural plasticity. Such studies will enhance our understanding of these normal processes and possibly provide an objective measure with which to identify abnormalities. Ultimately, the ability to make these quantitative measurements in human subjects may give us new insights into mechanisms underlying pathologies in neurodevelopmental and cognitive and neurodegenerative disorders. \( L-\left[1^{11}\text{C}\right]\text{leucine PET may also have diagnostic and prognostic utility in clinical oncology and may provide insight into the efficacy of therapeutic interventions.} \)

The precision shown in the present study coupled with the accuracy shown in validation experiments in nonhuman primates (Smith et al., 2005, 2008) indicates that the \( L-\left[1^{11}\text{C}\right]\text{leucine PET method provides a reliable and accurate means to measure rCPS in vivo in humans.} \)
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Figure 1.
Compartmental model for the $\alpha$-[1-$^{11}$C]leucine PET method. The exchangeable (unlabeled-$C_E$ or labeled-$C_{E}^{*}$) leucine pool in the brain includes intra- and extracellular free leucine and intracellular tRNA-bound leucine. $K_1$ and $k_2$ are the rate constants for carrier-mediated transport of leucine from plasma to tissue and back, respectively. $k_3$ is the rate constant for the first two steps in leucine catabolism, transamination, and decarboxylation. Following an injection of leucine labeled on the carboxyl carbon the only possible labeled metabolites in brain are $\alpha$-KIC, $CO_2$, and products of $CO_2$ fixation. Because there is very little labeled $\alpha$-KIC in brain (Keen et al., 1989), this pool is not explicitly represented in the model and $k_3$ combines the transamination and decarboxylation reactions. $k_4$ and $k_5$ are the rate constants for leucine incorporation into protein and for the release of free leucine from proteolysis, respectively. Unlabeled leucine and protein are assumed to be in steady state, so that $k_4C_E = k_5P$. Labeled leucine is administered as a short infusion at the beginning of the study and is, therefore, not in steady state. Because of the long half-life of protein in brain (Lajtha et al., 1976), it is assumed that there is no significant breakdown of labeled product ($P^{*}$) during the experimental interval, that is, $k_5P^{*} = 0$. Labeled $CO_2$ arises either through catabolism of labeled leucine in brain or through influx from blood ($C_{c}*^{*}$) after catabolism in other tissue. We assume that fixation of $^{11}CO_2$ is negligible during the experimental period (Buxton et al., 1987; Siesjo et al., 1964), and that diffusible $^{11}CO_2$ in brain rapidly equilibrates with the arterial blood (Buxton et al., 1987).
Figure 2.
Arterial clearance curves from one study. Open diamonds (◇) represent plasma \([^{11}\text{C}]\)leucine concentration, solid squares (■) represent whole blood total \([^{11}\text{C}]\) concentration, and open triangles (△) represent whole blood \([^{11}\text{C}]\)O\(_2\) concentration. (Inset A) Expanded abscissa shows peak values of plasma \([^{11}\text{C}]\)leucine and whole blood total \([^{11}\text{C}]\) shortly after the end of the 2-min infusion. (Inset B) Expanded ordinate shows clearance of plasma \([^{11}\text{C}]\)leucine and blood \([^{11}\text{C}]\)O\(_2\), and slight increases in whole blood total \([^{11}\text{C}]\) concentration after 40 mins.
Figure 3.
Time courses of activity in (A) temporal cortex and (B) corona radiata from one study. Open circles (○) and solid lines represent the measured and fitted total activity in the ROI, respectively. As indicated in the figure, dashed and dotted lines represent model estimates of total $^{11}$C in blood in the brain, and concentrations of labeled protein, leucine, and $^{11}$CO$_2$ in tissue. Parameter estimates in temporal cortex were $K_1 = 0.048$ mL/g per min, $k_2 + k_3 = 0.071$ min$^{-1}$, $k_4 = 0.041$ min$^{-1}$, $V_b = 0.078$. The $\lambda$-value was 0.63 and rCPS was 2.00 nmol/g per min. Parameter estimates in corona radiata were $K_1 = 0.028$ mL/g per min, $k_2 + k_3 = 0.065$ min$^{-1}$, $k_4 = 0.033$ min$^{-1}$, $V_b = 0.039$. The $\lambda$-value was 0.67 and rCPS was 1.02 nmol/g per min.
min. Tracer delay was 13 secs as estimated from the whole brain time-activity curve. Data are from the same study for which the arterial clearance curves are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 4. 
$^L$-[1-$^{11}$C]Leucine PET (upper) and MR (lower) images from study of a 21-year old man. Sagittal view at the midline is shown on the left, coronal view at the level of the thalamus is shown in the center, and axial view is on the right. $^{[11]}$C]Leucine PET images are color-coded for rCPS; color bar is to the right of the PET images. Slice thickness is 1.0 mm. rCPS was computed from the total activity in each voxel in each 5-min frame of data between 60 and 90 mins by use of an alternate equation for rCPS (equation 3 in Smith et al., 2005) and whole brain rate constants and $\lambda$ estimated from this subject’s dynamic PET study, that is, $K_1 = 0.040$ mL/g per min, $k_2 + k_3 = 0.106$ min$^{(-1)}$, $k_4 = 0.035$ min$^{(-1)}$, $\lambda = 0.75$, $V_b = 0.066$. Rate of cerebral protein synthesis shown is the average of rCPS in the six frames of data. Bar in the upper left MR image is 10 cm and applies to all six images.
### Table 1

Physiologic variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>81±19</td>
<td>81±19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma glucose (mg/dL)</td>
<td>96±7</td>
<td>97±5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematocrit (%)</td>
<td>47±4</td>
<td>46±5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.40±0.01</td>
<td>7.41±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCO₂ (mm Hg)</td>
<td>39±4</td>
<td>41±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pO₂ (mm Hg)</td>
<td>103±7</td>
<td>96±7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All values are intersubject means ± SD for 10 studies in 10 subjects.

Normal ranges are derived from population based data.

- Normal range (fasting): 70-110 mg/dL.
- Normal range: 40-52%.
- Normal range: 7.35-7.45.
- Mean values for nine subjects.
- Normal range: 35-45 mm Hg.
- Normal range: 80-100 mm Hg.
### Table 2

**Estimated kinetic model parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region (volume mL±s.d.)</th>
<th>$K_1$ (mL/g per min)</th>
<th>$k_2+k_3$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_4$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$V_b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>Study 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellum (116.4±15)</td>
<td>0.062±0.007</td>
<td>0.064±0.010</td>
<td>0.154±0.023</td>
<td>0.156±0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermis (5.7±1.3)</td>
<td>0.060±0.007</td>
<td>0.063±0.013</td>
<td>0.157±0.024</td>
<td>0.161±0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital cortex (30.5±8.4)</td>
<td>0.089±0.005</td>
<td>0.062±0.011</td>
<td>0.121±0.023</td>
<td>0.124±0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal cortex (114.6±24.6)</td>
<td>0.048±0.005</td>
<td>0.049±0.007</td>
<td>0.091±0.007</td>
<td>0.093±0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parietal cortex (49.2±10.9)</td>
<td>0.042±0.004</td>
<td>0.043±0.008</td>
<td>0.083±0.006</td>
<td>0.085±0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precentral gyrus (2.6±0.4)</td>
<td>0.050±0.006</td>
<td>0.053±0.017</td>
<td>0.109±0.010</td>
<td>0.124±0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcentral gyrus (1.7±0.3)</td>
<td>0.052±0.005</td>
<td>0.052±0.008</td>
<td>0.123±0.019</td>
<td>0.117±0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraorbital gyrus (4.1±1.1)</td>
<td>0.045±0.004</td>
<td>0.045±0.008</td>
<td>0.091±0.011</td>
<td>0.091±0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate gyrus (1.7±0.8)</td>
<td>0.032±0.004</td>
<td>0.036±0.006</td>
<td>0.054±0.008</td>
<td>0.063±0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcortical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus (4.2±1.3)</td>
<td>0.032±0.004</td>
<td>0.032±0.006</td>
<td>0.065±0.016</td>
<td>0.064±0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amygdala (4.6±0.7)</td>
<td>0.029±0.002</td>
<td>0.030±0.004</td>
<td>0.064±0.011</td>
<td>0.066±0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalamus (15.4±5.1)</td>
<td>0.046±0.003</td>
<td>0.048±0.009</td>
<td>0.124±0.019</td>
<td>0.124±0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putamen (8.8±1.2)</td>
<td>0.047±0.006</td>
<td>0.050±0.010</td>
<td>0.108±0.013</td>
<td>0.114±0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothalamus (0.5±0.2)</td>
<td>0.038±0.005</td>
<td>0.040±0.010</td>
<td>0.078±0.012</td>
<td>0.085±0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudate (8.2±1.0)</td>
<td>0.032±0.004</td>
<td>0.033±0.008</td>
<td>0.082±0.008</td>
<td>0.086±0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellar peduncles (13.2±1.8)</td>
<td>0.040±0.006</td>
<td>0.040±0.009</td>
<td>0.132±0.020</td>
<td>0.132±0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corona radiata (45.5±4.5)</td>
<td>0.025±0.004</td>
<td>0.026±0.005</td>
<td>0.071±0.007</td>
<td>0.074±0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All values are intersubject mean±s.d. for 10 studies in 10 subjects, except where indicated.

*Values for nine studies in nine subjects.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellum</td>
<td>0.75±0.03</td>
<td>0.76±0.03</td>
<td>2.19±0.12</td>
<td>2.16±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermis</td>
<td>0.74±0.04</td>
<td>0.76±0.02</td>
<td>2.16±0.12</td>
<td>2.13±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cortical</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital cortex</td>
<td>0.73±0.04</td>
<td>0.75±0.03</td>
<td>2.25±0.20</td>
<td>2.22±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal cortex</td>
<td>0.71±0.03</td>
<td>0.76±0.02</td>
<td>2.13±0.13</td>
<td>2.09±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parietal cortex</td>
<td>0.69±0.03</td>
<td>0.71±0.02</td>
<td>1.99±0.13</td>
<td>1.93±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal cortex</td>
<td>0.72±0.03</td>
<td>0.74±0.02</td>
<td>2.16±0.21</td>
<td>2.14±0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precentral gyrus</td>
<td>0.74±0.03</td>
<td>0.74±0.02</td>
<td>2.12±0.17</td>
<td>2.05±0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcentral gyrus</td>
<td>0.70±0.04</td>
<td>0.72±0.02</td>
<td>2.00±0.14</td>
<td>1.87±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraorbital gyrus</td>
<td>0.69±0.05</td>
<td>0.69±0.03*</td>
<td>1.86±0.17</td>
<td>1.70±0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate gyrus</td>
<td>0.65±0.04</td>
<td>0.67±0.02</td>
<td>1.82±0.14</td>
<td>1.69±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subcortical</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus</td>
<td>0.65±0.03</td>
<td>0.67±0.02</td>
<td>1.82±0.10</td>
<td>1.67±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td>0.74±0.03</td>
<td>0.76±0.02</td>
<td>1.43±0.10</td>
<td>1.39±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalamus</td>
<td>0.74±0.02</td>
<td>0.74±0.02</td>
<td>1.37±0.21</td>
<td>1.29±0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putamen</td>
<td>0.74±0.03</td>
<td>0.74±0.02</td>
<td>1.15±0.10</td>
<td>1.11±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothalamus*</td>
<td>0.74±0.02</td>
<td>0.76±0.03</td>
<td>1.36±0.12</td>
<td>1.36±0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudate</td>
<td>0.74±0.03</td>
<td>0.76±0.03</td>
<td>0.97±0.07</td>
<td>1.01±0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All values are intersubject mean±s.d. for 10 studies in 10 subjects, except where indicated.

\*Values for nine studies in nine subjects.
\*Statistically significantly different from Study 1, \( P \leq 0.05 \), paired \( t \)-test.